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PRESS RELEASE 
M6 Publicité joins forces with HOLIMETRIX to launch  

advertiser program “Step by M6: TV to Web” 
 

Frankfurt, 2017-05-31 

M6 Publicité in partnership with Holimetrix, a pioneer and leader in the drive to web efficiency, have 

launched program “Step by M6: TV to Web”.  

This tailor-made performance enhancement program is dedicated to e-Commerce-Players and 

advertisers interested in TV Drive to Web. The program enables the market to efficiently manage invest 

into TV campaigns and main digital KPIs. The program will be actively supported by a dedicated 

competence centre (including media experts, data scientists and campaign managers). 

This program reinforces the solutions (by M6 Publicité) already provided to the market such as “Connected 

Shoppers” which is the first TV behavioral targeting planning solution dedicated to drive to web. “Connected 

Shoppers” is available on all booking systems since November 2016. 

M6 expressively underlines its expertise “Drive-to-Web” as the preferred TV-channel in e-market.  

 

More than 740,000 sites were analyzed (Source: Holimetrix). M6 and Power TNT (W9 + 6ter) display 

higher GRP yields in terms of direct traffic generation on advertiser’s websites.  

By utilising Holimetrix’ GRP based software solution, M6 is empowered to generate additional 13% in 

direct visits compared to other established networks. Plus an extra 4% raise in direct visits per GRP 

within “Power TNT” compared to other TNT networks.  
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Finally, the Web Observatory - a quarterly barometer published by Médiamétrie - has also established 

the profiles of French e-shoppers. This reveals a strong affinity for the M6 Group channels, mainly 

frequented/visited by the target group 25/49 year olds. 

 

 

David Larramendy, General Manager of M6 Publicité, states "We look forward to this partnership, 

which will allow us to enrich our offer for advertisers that are concerned with these issues. M6 is 

historically a leader in the e-players sector, thanks to the precise knowledge of issues related to drive 

to web and to the profile of younger networks, which resonates with French e-shoppers. »  

 

Isabelle del Pozo, Chairperson of Holimetrix, adds, "M6 has been a partner of Holimetrix for quite 

some time now, and they have created teams and resources dedicated to the TV Drive To Web 

analyses pretty quickly. M6 is able to identify the best TV broadcasting setting an advertiser needs to 

maximize the Drive To Web. It is, in fact, important to remember that measuring alone is not enough to 

optimize a campaign, but is in fact the consideration in TV planning decisions that makes it possible to 

optimize the generation of digital traffic."  

 

*Source Kantar Média 2016 – gross investment / investment share in M6: 22%.  

**Source: Médiamétrie 2016 / Médiamat / Netratings - Base 15+ / BFM TV and CNEWS: Media Planning file Sep-

Oct, 2016. E-shoppers: Web Observatory, base 15+, T4 2016  

 

 

Holimetrix: Leading data solution provider for TV Drive To Web planning and strategy.  

Holimetrix combines video detection, digital tracking, advertising performance and data advertising technologies to 

measure the performance in terms of digital traffic generation for TV campaigns. Specifically designed for 

companies that invest in TV, Holimetrix offers a better understanding of the Drive To Web performances from TV, in 

order to allow advertisers to generate more web traffic to an equivalent GRP. Holimetrix has raised €3.5m from their 

investors Iris Capital, A Plus Finance, Siparex Proximité Innovation and Jaina Capital. 

www.holimetrix.com  
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